
Conditions and Regulations that trucks must have which cross Syrian borders: 

1. The organization deals exclusively with Fishkhabur crossing border for transferring its 

relief aids to inside Syria, and the organization does not deal with any other borders 

exists between Iraqi and Syrian border. 

2. Iraqi trucks which passes to Syria must empty their cargo inside Smelka, Syrian cross 

border yard, and immediately get back to Kurdistan through Fishkhabur cross border 

and do not let them to inter Syrian lands to transport any shipment what ever the 

shipment was.   
3. The truck owner must have valid crossing book and its preferred to rent trucks whom 

crossed the borders toward Syria before. 

4. The truck’s driver must own the truck’s license and it should be valid, the crossing book 

must be in his name as well. And it is not possible to any other one except truck owner 

for any other reason to drive the truck.  

5. To cross Syrian borders, the tucks must pass Aeem bridge which links both Dijla river 

sides. And the river restricted to a specific weight (26 MT) and this weight contain 

(trucks weight when its empty with load weight in the truck) The truck will be weight 

with its load in Fishkhabur border, in case the weight were more than the specified (26 

MT) never let it cross the border.  

6. Must choose truck which are relatively high from the ground (trucks front part must be 

high from the ground by not less than 40 cm and the back supports of the tuck must be 

liftable so as the truck could pass Aeem bridge without any problem)  

7. Must make sure from truck owner to link and cover the load exists inside the truck very 

well to prevent any troubles through transporting process. 

8. The contracted company will be fully responsible about the shipment from the 

beginning until its reaching the end destination, and the organization is not responsible 

about anything happens to the truck or the shipment during transfer process. 

9. In case of non-compliance with these conditions and regulations by the contracting 

company, the organization is not bounded to cooperate with it.  

            

 


